ART110HM Titling a Collection Activity Artwork List

Choose 6 pieces from the list below and create a title for the collection. Post your title to the corresponding Discussion Board. Along with your title, in your post include the titles of the pieces you have chosen and your reasoning for selecting each piece in your collection.

p.13  Venus of Willendorf.
p.26  Stele- Altar at Amarna Nefertiti & Ahknaten
p.39  Pepolis scene from the Parthenon
p.54  Mosaic of Empress Theodora from San Vitale, Ravenna
p.70  The Battle of Hastings from the Bayeux Tapestry
p.59  Hildegard of Bingen. Scivias

*NIB*  Christine de Pisan. *Book of the City of Ladies*
p.84  Sofonisba Anguissola. *The Chess Game*
p.89  Lavinia Fontana. *The Visit of The Queen of Sheba*
p.94  Artemisia Gentileschi. *Judith Decapitating Holofernes*
p.104 Judith Leyster. *The Proposition*
p.101 Rachel Ruysch. *Still life with flowers on a marble table top*
p.112 Rosalba Carriera. *Portrait of Louis XV*
p.116 Angelica Kauffmann. *Cornelia Pointing to Her Children*
p.124 Adelaide Labille-Guillard. *Self portrait with two pupils*
p.121 Elisabeth Vigee-Lebrun. *Portrait of Marie Antoinette with Children*
p.133 Rosa Bonheur. *The Horse Fair*
p.148 Emily Mary Osborn. *Nameless and Friendless*
p.152 Julia Margaret Cameron. *The Whisper of the Muse*
p.145 Edmonia Lewis. *Old Indian Arrowmaker*
p.157 Berthe Morisot. *Woman at Her Toilette*
p.167 Alice Barber Stephens. *The Women’s Life Class*
p.160 Mary Cassat. *Woman and Child Driving*
p.168 Harriet Powers. *Pictorial Quilt*
p.179 Paula Modersohn-Becker. *Kneeling Mother with Child*
p.186 Sonia Delaunay. *Electric Prisms*
p.196 Hannah Hoch. *Cut with a Kitchen Knife*
p.218 Julia Morgan. *San Simeon*
p.211 Georgia O’Keeffe. *Black Iris*
p.204 Meret Oppenheim. *Object (Le Dejeuner en fourrure)*
p.215 Dorothea Lange. *Migrant Mother, Nipomo, CA*
p.205 Frida Kahlo. *The Two Fridas*
p.228 Louise Nevelson. *Sky Cathedral*
p.233 Alice Neel. *Pregnant Maria*
p.226 Lee Krasner. *Gaea*
p.253 Judy Chicago. *The Dinner Party*
p.247 Maya Lin. *Vietnam Veterans Memorial*
p.274 Faith Ringgold. *Tar Beach-Woman on a Beach Series #1*
p.275 Carrie Mae Weems. *Untitled (from the Kitchen Table Series)*

*NIB*  Patricia Piccinini. *Perhaps the world is fine tonight*

*NIB* See Studyblue slides OR Image PowerPoints on Libguides